
THINKERS
DESIGNERS
STRATEGISTS
 DIGITAL MARKETING & ADVERTISING AGENCY

T2A TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD 



WHEN PASSION 
MEETS CREATIVITY

We are among the fastest-
growing digital marketing and web
development companies in the
world. As a full-service digital
partner, we deliver innovative
designs and websites that will
bring your brand to the next level.



WE CONNECT  
 ALL YOUR  

 SOCIAL MEDIA
 DOTS

OUR
SOCIAL MEDIA

SERVICES



Brand Solutions

Our Services
Tech Solutions

Media Solutions

T2A way is contingent on strategy,
communication, transparency, and
data. We are in the constant
scientific pursuit of unlocking the
ingredients that brands need to
maximize their revenue.

http://t2a.co.in/#
http://t2a.co.in/#


PORTFOLIO:
We are binded together in the spirit of efficiency and proficiency that holds the head of our company
high on grounds of ethics and service, and the thread of trust binds us with our customer lifelong.

Adobe PhotoShop







Adobe illustrator



Instagram Sequence Post



Awareness Camp



Ai Art



Special Day Insta Post 



Packaging Design



Investor Presentation 



Company Profile & Event Presentation



Flyer & Brochure



UI/UX



Reels



Reels



Video 



2D Animation



3D Animation



And above all
we have

HAPPY CLIENTS
who believe in us...

01. We Are Specialists
We are not ‘Jack of all trades'. We are an enthusiastic team of
social media experts.
We are a dedicated team of visualizers, copy writers and
strategist focused only on social media.

02. We Are Passionate
Our love for social media is enormous and that's what makes us
passionate towards our work. We understand your brands social
media presence and make passionate efforts to give desired
results.

03. We Are Strategists
Our USP is strategy, we understand brand story and prepare a
customized strategy for every brand. We believe that a perfect
strategy targeted towards right audience give great results.

04. We Are Researchers
We not only execute social media plan but do on-going research
on social media industry & also improve ourselves to serve our
clients.

05. We Deliver Results
We consistently deliver results! Our work & results speaks for
themselves. We
make sure you get the best ROI for the social media campaigns.
We set deliverables and achieve it in a qualitative world of social
media



Some of our esteemed clients:



Find Us At
Don't hesitate to contact us, we are just one call away, so please find the herewith details mentioned
below to contact us whenever necessary, we are always there for you.

HFJC+FV9, BE Block (Newtown), Action Area I, Newtown,
Kolkata, West Bengal 700156

Kolkata

www.t2a.co.in

info@t2a.co.in
+91 8967131897
+91 8967131878

Tejganj, Mohobag, Sripally, Bardhaman, West Bengal
713103

Purba Bardhaman 

http://voice.google.com/calls?a=nc,%2B918967131878

